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First Giving Day
held to support
Lawrence Fund

Bon Appétit
announces new
meal plan option
Ariela Rosa

For The Lawrentian

Ruby Dickson

____________________________________

A new meal plan option was
announced late last week and will
be available to students starting Winter Term 2015. The new
option includes 70 meal swipes
for use in Andrew Commons and
$450 in culinary cash.
According to Warch Campus
Center Director Greg Griffin, the
meal plan evolved out of discussions within the Student Welfare
Committee of LUCC.
“The question raised was:
How could we (Lawrence and Bon
Appétit) best respond to students’
needs and desire for more culinary cash in the meal plan mix?”
Griffin explained.
General Manager of Bon
Appétit Julie Severance sits on
the Student Welfare Committee.
“We worked in conjunction with
Greg Griffin to devise a plan that
really is 50 percent swipes and 50
percent culinary cash,” Severance
said.
The
Student
Welfare
Committee requested a fifth
option due to students’ concerns about the lack of culinary
cash left over at the end of each
term. Concerns have grown with
the recent introductions of the
Noodle Bar and the “Dub Box,”
an on-campus food truck that
accepts culinary cash.
Severance explained that
Dub Boxes have existed at several
Bon Appétit locations for years.

See page 2

Staff Writer

______________________

Lawrence Jazz Ensemble performs in collaboration with Music for Food.
Photo by Hailie Nguyen

Music for Food supports food pantry
Noah Gunther
Staff Writer

______________________

On the evening of Saturday,
Nov. 8, the Lawrence Jazz
Ensemble and Jazz Faculty with
guest percussionist Peter Erskine
played the first of a series of concerts dedicated towards funding
hunger relief efforts. Working to
benefit St. Joseph's Food Pantry,
the Lawrence Conservatory is collaborating with Music for Food, a
national program for local hunger
relief.
Lawrence's partnership with
Music for Food in 2013 yielded
more than 600 pounds of food
and over $500 in donations.
Professor of Music Catherine
Kautsky, who helped organize

the event, encouraged students
attending the concerts to bring
money or non-perishable food
items to donate. “[St. Joseph's]
serves over 10,000 individuals a
year, and it seems clear that the
food and monetary contributions
are providing much-needed support,” Kautsky said.
Donation bins for food items
were located in the Chapel atrium on Saturday, where student
volunteers also collected fiscal
donations. College Avenue and
Washington Street were packed
with buses shuttling Appleton
community members to and
from the concert. Attendees were
encouraged to donate before the
concert began.
Visiting artist Peter Erskine
commended both students and
faculty between songs, praising

those onstage with him for being
“the hippest jazz faculty combo
I've ever played with.” The groups
played several arrangements by
former Jazz Professor, the late
Fred Sturm, former KimberlyClark Professor of music , in
his memory. Jazz Director Patty
Darling said the conservatory
was invested in “working to keep
Fred's jazz tradition alive.”
Originally based in Boston,
Music for Food was started in
2010 by Kim Kashkashian, who
is a faculty violist at the New
England Conservatory in Boston.
“Music for Food is a model that
is sustainable and replicable for
musicians who wish to act for
hunger relief in their own communities,” Kashkashian explained.

See page 2

On Wednesday, Nov. 12, the
Lawrence University held the
first-ever Giving Day.
The event was intended
as a fundraising opportunity to
raise awareness and support for
the Lawrence Fund. Assistant
Director of Annual Giving Claire
Conard ’14 stated about the event,
“We want this to be an event to let
alumni show how much they love
Lawrence.”
The Lawrence Fund helps
all students on campus, and is
responsible for the reduction
of the average student’s tuition
by more than $10,000. It does
this by routinely providing funding for student events, campus
utilities, products necessary for
classes, extra-curricular activities
and much more. In order to boost
awareness and to increase donations to help students, Lawrence
organized the first Giving Day this
year.
This was not the first all-day
funding event at Lawrence, but
it is the first to be an event of
its own, separate from Founders’
Day. This event, inspired by
Columbia University’s giving
push, is an event to engage the
whole Lawrence community.
Giving Day consisted of several simultaneous events. Most
visibly, the staff and involved students presented a 12-hour live

See page 2

Clubs unite efforts in “Fine Dining and Fancy Dancing” event
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

___________________________________

THIS

WEEK

Last Friday, Nov. 7 marked
the first Fine Dining and Fancy
Dancing event hosted by Sankofa,
Cultural Food Club and Swing
Dance. Sophomore Deepankar
Tripurana took charge as coordinator of the event and hosted the
night with clear goals in mind.
“Firstly, I wanted to bring fine
dining and a fun atmosphere to
Lawrence,” Tripurana said.
Sophomore and volunteer
Kevin Buckhalton agreed with this
mission.
“It is real authentic food
that we all prepared,” began
Buckhalton. “It is just something nice to do for our fellow
Lawrentians especially when it
is eighth week and everyone is
stressed.”
Junior and Swing Dance
club member Lena Bixby said, “It

seemed like a good time for all the
theme houses to interact.”
However, this event also
ties into a more personal goal of
Tripurana’s.
“I want to serve the faculty of
the university. The mark I want to
leave [on campus] is in fine dining,” Tripurana said.
In preparation for this longterm goal, Tripurana collaborated
with the other cooks to create a
colorful and diverse menu.
Freshman Hailey Bomar, one
of the volunteer chefs at the event,
used her own recipe to bake a
key lime pie with lemon zest and
powdered sugar. This dessert was
served alongside stir fried vegetables and empanadas.
“We tried to make food from
a variety of different countries,”
Bomar said. “We hope to get
something new started.”
Other personal recipes

Students prepare dining portion of Fine Dining and Fancy Dancing.
Photo by Sadie Tenpas
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Music for food
continued from page 1

Jose Encarnecion, Mark Urness and Peter Erskine performs in collaboration with Music for Food.
Photo by Hailie Nguyen

Tatanka Means reclaims heritage
Megan Corum
Staff Writer

______________________

Actor, comedian and speaker Tatanka Means addressed
Lawrence students about his
experiences as a Native American,
as well as the importance of Native
Americans today, in a presentation entitled “Native Americans:
Past, Present, and Future” on
Thursday, Nov. 6.
Means is originally from
Chinle, Ariz. and has the heritage
of three nations: Oglala Lakota,
Omaha and Navajo. “I’m like an
all-nation mutt,” he said.
He is working on reclaiming his heritage from his various
backgrounds.
“I’m not fluid in my language
but I wish I was,” Means said. “I
don’t know all of it, I probably
don’t even know half of it, but I’m
striving for it. Language is our
identity. It’s who we are. By saving our language, we’re saving our
past and saving our future.”
Means also discussed past

Fine and Fancy
continued from page 1

included sophomore Tatiyana
Jenkins’ and Monique J Rogers’
empanadas as well as Tripurana’s
pan-roasted pork chops.
Even with the careful plan-

Giving Day

continued from page 1
stream on the Lawrence website
from the brand-new Hurvis Film
Center.
The live stream, hosted by
senior Peter Raffel and Social
Media Specialist Kasey Corrado,
included interviews with important campus figures, a trivia event
in honor of the 50th anniversary of The Great Midwest Trivia
Contest and musical performances from many current and former
Lawrence students.
“We really want to make it
interactive for the students as
well,” Kayla O’Brien, Associate
Director of Annual Giving said.
To this end, a table outside

treatment of Native Americans,
starting with Columbus.
“How do you discover someone who already lives there?” he
asked. “I can’t come over to your
house and be like ‘I discovered
you; I’ll have your house now.’”
“I like white people, man. I’m
a friend! I’m an ally!” Means said.
“But they’re scary, like take-overyour-continent scary.”
Means mentioned several
ways people today can help preserve Native American culture.
For starters, “Just stop dressing
up like us for Halloween!” He
continued by saying, “In schools,
teach the truth about us. Educate
yourself on American-Indian history and who we are in the 21st
century.”
He also discussed his work as
an actor and comedian. He started
acting as a stunt double in a movie
that was produced on his reservation. “I’ve done everything to support my dream of where I wanted
to be, who I wanted to be, what I
wanted to do,” he said.
“I lived in LA for a while; I
lived out of my truck,” he said.

“When you hear where I started,
it’s like ‘god, that sounds awful,’
but now I’m getting some better
roles.”
“Wherever you’re at in
your life, whatever you’re going
through, it gets better. I know you
hear that a lot,” Means said. “Don’t
be afraid of failure; don’t be afraid
to hear no.”
His role in Seth MacFarlane’s
“A Million Ways to Die in the West”
as an Apache Indian was another
thing he mentioned. “I don’t look
Apache at all but I guess I look
Indian so they cast me as Apache.”
“I’ve never taken a role that
would degrade our people,” he
said. “[Seth MacFarlane] wasn’t
making fun of Indian people but
of the stereotype put behind us.”
Junior Nick Felipe attended
the presentation. “He provided a
good insight to the community
about Native American diversity,
struggle and values,” Felipe said.
Freshman Penn Ryan said, “I
was impressed. It was very inspirational to see such an important
guy.”

ning, the event dealt with a few
obstacles.
“Since 65 people agreed to
come to the event we were short
on supplies,” Tripurana explained.
“However, Beta and Swing House
were kind in letting us use table
wear and chairs. We are glad that
we could reach out to the rest of

campus last minute.”
Despite the minor setbacks,
the food was met with gushing
reviews.
Junior Ali Heiring said, “No
one ever [hosts events] like this—
I wish it could happen every
week.”

of the Warch Campus Center was
held, encouraging students to participate in the events and to contribute to the Lawrence Fund.
In addition, the Giving
Day festivities included a large
Internet and social media push.
The organizers encouraged students to change their Facebook
profiles and banners, and to make
posts on Facebook and other
social media. There was even a
Twitter Bingo contest, in which
students used Twitter to achieve
goals in order to win prizes and
to be entered into a lottery for a
gift certificate to the Lawrence
campus apparel store.
“We want to make this a community of Lawrence experience,”
O’Brien said.
Alumni from around the

country had pledged to serve as
“Game-Changers,” hugely increasing their previous donations in
order to match donations by other
alumni. Alumni who graduated
in the past decade, for example,
received a $500 match for every
gift, and alumni from all years
were encouraged to give for a
dollar-for-dollar match, in a special all-day calling effort from
Phonathon. All proceeds from
alumni donations went straight
to the Lawrence Fund to help current students.
At the end of the day,
Lawrence students, parents,
alumni and friends had raised
$1,136,069. As Conard made clear,
“It’s a Lawrence community task
to make this successful.”

“I think we at Lawrence feel
the same way as Ms. Kashkashian
does—we’d like our music to play
a role in the lives of people who
may be in need in our community,”
Kautsky said, applauding the support the concert series received
from Conservatory staff, as well as
members of the student body.
“The students involved have
seen it as an opportunity to learn
more about the community in
which they live, as well as to make
themselves useful in that community,” Kautsky said. “I very much
hope this will continue to be an
annual event at Lawrence.”

World

St. Joseph's Food Pantry,
located across the Fox River in
Menasha, provides pickup for food
donations, which they serve to
those in need directly. Staff distribute food based on how much
of any particular item is available,
and will even attempt to provide
a birthday cake if a family is celebrating.
On Friday, Nov. 14, the
Lawrence Concert Choir, Cantala
Women’s Choir and Viking Choral
will deliver the next in the concert series, followed by the Wind
Ensemble and Symphonic Band on
Saturday, Nov. 15, and finally the
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra on
Tuesday, Nov. 18.

News

Compiled by Nathan Whiteman
UKRAINE: According to US General Phillip Breedlove, more
Russian tanks, artillery, air defense systems and combat troops
have entered Ukraine.
CHINA: China and the United States have both committed to
cutting their nations’ carbon emissions. This agreement is a lead
up to reaching a new international climate treaty, which will be
discussed next year in Paris.

SYRIA: Some currently Western-backed Syrian rebels are
defecting to IS, claiming that it is the only effective option available
to them to fight the Assad Government. Many of the fighters say
that they do not align ideologically with IS, but are choosing their
alignment due to a lack of support from the West.

SPACE: The Philae probe has separated from its mother ship
Rosetta, and landed on Comet 67P, 310 million miles from the
Earth. It is now the first human-made object to reach a comet. It is
equipped to study the surface of the comet.
UNITED STATES: During a periodic review of America’s
compliance with the Geneva Convention, A U.N. committee has
expressed concerns that solitary confinement as practiced in
the U.S. prison system may be in violation of the treaty. The U.S.
government claims that there is no systematic use of solitary
confinement in the U.S. prison system, but research suggests that
over 80,000 American prisoners are in isolation from the general
prison population at a given time.

Meal plan

continued from page 1
“I thought the Dub Box would
successfully fill a dining niche here
at Lawrence—namely lunch at the
Conservatory. For several years
now, we have heard about the
struggles that Con students have
in finding time to each lunch,”
Severance said. “Before the Dub
Box, there was never a good way
to address the problem.”
Severance indicated that the
Dub Box has been a great solution for Con students in particular. However, students across the
campus have enjoyed the Dub
Box’s offerings.
One student, junior Logan
Beskoon, stated that he found the
truck “convenient for getting a
quick coffee in the morning when
I don’t want to walk all the way to
Warch at 8:15 a.m.”
Beskoon was enthusiastic
about the new meal plan option.
“I’m always struggling to balance my culinary cash and meal
swipes,” he said. “I seem to run
out before the end of the term. I

think this new option will give me
and other students a little more
flexibility.”
When asked whether he
would switch to the new plan,
Beskoon responded, “My friend
and I were both stoked and have
already switched over. Generally,
for upperclassmen especially, I
think people are happy to see a
new option; it’s a step towards
having more accessible meal
options for Lawrentians.”
Griffin echoed Beskoon’s
statements, explaining that he
and his office have received positive feedback on the new option.
“In the first 24 hours, over 100
students switched to this plan for
Term II,” he added.
Based on students’ positive
reactions, Griffin expressed optimism for the recent plan addition.
“With more and more culinary
cash options, we hope this meal
plan meets the needs of students
who want more culinary cash ,
but also want the value and the
opportunity to use meal swipes in
Andrew Commons.”
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Winter Break Blues

with M.S. Hubbard

Long Distance Relationships
Sarah Wagner
Columnist

_______________________

Dear Sarah,
I’m a bit worried about going
into this winter break. My significant other and I started dating
earlier this term. So far, it’s a very
successful relationship, but we’ve
only been together a few months.
We’re used to seeing each other
around campus every day—we live
in the same dorm and have a class
together. The problem is they live
in New York City and I’m from
Seattle, so it’s not like we’ll be able
to see each other a lot over break.
I’ve never done a long distance
relationship before, and I was wondering if you had any suggestions
on how to make this work.

T h e s i n k i n g o f t h e S . S . We l c o m e We e k R e l a t i o n s h i p

-- Soon to be Sleepless in
Seattle

AROUND THE WORLD
IN EIGHT ISSUES

Dear Soon to be Sleepless,

Edinburgh, Scotland
Zachary Martin
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________________

Photo courtesy of Zachary Martin

the surrounding areas, so all one
has to do is keep travelling uphill
and eventually, they will reach the
castle.
After locating my hostel
and checking in my bags, I did
what my first step in discovering any new city is—get lost in
it. I started walking towards different sites that interested me. I
took turns down back alleys and
walked in random directions until
I had no clue where I was. I had
reached the outskirts of the city
and was just about to pull out the
map I received at the hostel to
begin navigating my way back to
the castle when I spotted a path
through some thick brush.
My curiosity got the better
of me and I followed the path
through a thicket until I came
out to a small, raised platform.
I climbed the steps to the top
of the platform and saw what
would become my favorite piece
of Edinburgh—Arthur’s Seat.

Arthur’s Seat is the top peak
of a series of hills just outside
Edinburgh, practically in the city
itself. I took one look at the peak
and told myself, “I am going to
climb that.”
After a walking
tour of Edinburgh, I
enjoyed a traditional
Scottish dish called
Haggis—a creamy,
meatloaf-tasting
entrée
made
out of various
sheep organs—
at a pub for
lunch.
It wasn’t
until
later
on in the day
that I finally
got to climb up
Arthur’s Seat.
I ventured out
mid-afternoon

U
lL

Po

My arrival in Edinburgh,
Scotland was not the smoothest by any means, but luckily, it
wasn’t the defining factor of how
my experience would go in northern UK. I had taken an overnight
bus up to Edinburgh with a group
of fellow Lawrentians studying at
the London Centre to experience
a weekend immersed in Scottish
culture.
A week before leaving for
Edinburgh, the theatre class in
London attended a production of
James III—a historic play about
the king of Scotland during the
late 15th century. A day after the
production, a large group of students, myself included, attended
a Scottish ceilidh, an event where
folk music is played and traditional dances are performed. The
celilidh had the atmosphere of a
wedding: singing, drinking, dancing and laughter. Needless to say,
I was extremely excited to experience the culture of Scotland firsthand after getting a small taste in
London.
Immediately after arriving at
the Edinburgh coach station at
7 a.m., I set out to find my living accommodations.
I had a
reservation at a hostel right next
to Edinburgh castle, which I figured would be easy enough to
find in a modern city, and it was!
The castle sits on top of a hill
that the rest of the city is built
around. The streets and buildings
sprawl down the hill and out onto

The transition between oncampus Lawrence relationships
and winter break relationships
is a significant one and it can be
hard to navigate. However, thanks
to modern technology, there are
many ways to stay emotionally
close despite being physically distant. Essentially, the whole thing
boils down to one word—communication.
Before the two of you go your
separate ways in November, it is
vital you discuss how you plan
to communicate for the following
six weeks. Are you both OK with
texting each other throughout the
day or would you prefer to set a
specific time to call each other on
the phone? What about Skypeing?
I’ve always been a big fan
of the old Netflix date.
The two
of

See page 6

Was voting in the recently concluded mid-term elections a beneficial
and worthwhile experience for you?
Total Votes: 26

you decide on a movie or a TV
show to watch and then coordinate starting it via Skype so it’s
like you’re watching it together.
Pro tip—the only way this works,
though, is if one of you mutes the
Netflix window. It’s easy to get the
videos synced up close enough
that you and your partner laugh
at the same jokes at the same
time, but it’s completely impossible to sync the videos up close
enough that your audio will perfectly align with theirs.
You can also find other ways
to stay in contact besides just
technological ones. When was the
last time you sat down and wrote
a letter to someone? I mean a real
“these are all the things going on
in my life, how are you?” letter, not
just a “thank you for the birthday
present” note to your grandma.
Letters are so much more
personal than a text message or
a phone call. Sure you don’t get
the instant gratification of seeing the person or hearing their
voice, but reading something in
their own hand brings its own
pleasure. Maybe with all that free
time you’ll have over break, you
can spend some time researching what it means when someone
writes all of their A’s like capital
A’s.
Generally, what I’ve found
with long distance relationships
is that you can’t dwell on the distance, especially in a situation
like this where you will only be
separated for a short period of
time. I know it doesn’t feel like it
now, but six weeks really isn’t that
much time. Take this as a positive
opportunity to learn something
new about each other rather than
a negative situation that’s different than what you’re used to.

Send in your questions to
wagners@lawrence.edu and
have them answered by
Sarah, a doubledegree student
in her fifth
www. l awr enti an
year
at
.c o m
LU.

I am eligible to vote
but did not.
11%

I voted, but did
not care much.
3%

No.
0%
I am not eligible to vote.
11%

Yes.
73%
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Freshman Sportlight:
Swimming & Diving

Ripon runs over Vikings defense, wins 47-7
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

_______________________

The Lawrence football team
traveled to Ripon College to continue their rivalry series with
the Ripon Red Hawks. The first
game of the series was played in
1893 and the teams have played
each other every year since 1945
to compete for the DoehlingHeselton Memorial Trophy. It
is the 15th oldest rivalry in the
country, and the Red Hawks came
into Saturday leading the series
60-46-7.
Ripon struck first with a sixyard run in the first quarter to
take a 7-0 lead. The Red Hawks
pulled away in the second quarter
with three touchdowns. Following
a Vikings turnover, the Red Hawks
went on a seven-play, 99-yard
drive that was completed by a
one-yard touchdown run.
After another rushing touch-

down, Ripon finished the scoring in the second quarter with
an 81-yard touchdown pass. The
Vikings had a few opportunities to
score in the first half, but couldn’t
complete the drives to get on the
board. Ripon led at the half by a
score of 27-0.
The Red Hawks continued
to have success with the running
game in the second half, scoring
three more rushing touchdowns to
take a 47-0 lead midway through
the fourth quarter. The Vikings got
on the board with just over two
minutes remaining in the game
on a five-yard run by quarterback
Chance Byrd. The Vikings lost by a
final score of 47-7.
The Red Hawks controlled
the game by way of their rushing
attack. They ran the ball 62 times,
which resulted in 528 yards. Red
Hawk quarterback Stephen Covalt
threw the ball only six times and
went 2-6 with one touchdown and
two interceptions.
The Vikings offense was
paced by receiver Trevor Spina,

who had seven catches for
72 yards, and receiver Taylor
Mandich, who grabbed six passes
for 69 yards. The defense was led
by linebacker Dan Taylor, who had
13 tackles, including 3.5 for a loss.
“We made some mental mistakes
that lead to big plays for them,”
defensive back Nick Ulloa said.
The Vikings will travel to
Grinnell this weekend to play
their last conference game. It will
be a rematch from earlier this
season, a game that the Vikings
lost 29-7.
“We want to win for the
seniors, who have done so much
for this program,” offensive lineman Pip Wasserburg commented.
“I think we learned a lot from our
loss to [Grinnell] earlier this year.”
The game will start at 12 p.m.
this Saturday, Nov. 15. “I think we
are a better team now than when
we played them last time. This
time we will be more prepared,”
Ulloa finished.

LET’S GO VIKINGS!

Devin Ditto

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

Every week, I sit down with
one freshman varsity athlete to
learn about their transition to collegiate sports. This week, I spoke
with defenseman Odessa Ceh on
the Women’s Swimming and Diving
Team.
Where are you from? What
drew you to Lawrence?
I’m from Chicago. I really was
looking for a smaller-sized school
so I could get individual attention
from professors and not feel like
just a number.

How old were you when you
started swimming, and what
sparked that initial interest in
the sport?
I started swimming when I
was in second grade, and it was
actually my dad’s idea. I always
loved playing in the pool, so he
suggested I start swimming for
the club team at Evanston High
School.

How has the transition been
going from swimming in high
school to being on a collegiate
team?

Weekend Events

Northland

Lawrence
Where:
Appleton Ice Rink
When:
Sat, Nov 15, 4 p.m.

What do you think you have
brought to the team so far this
season, and what do you hope
to continue to bring?
It is still early in the season
and we have only had two meets,
so I can’t really say. I want my
team to be able to rely on me in or
out of the pool.
What is a fun fact about yourself?
I love scuba diving. I’ve been
diving and snorkeling in quite
a few places like Belize and St.
Martin. I try to go as often as I can,
but being from Chicago, it can be
difficult sometimes.

BY THE
NUMB3RS

Men’s Basketball

Hockey

The transition from high
school to college level swimming
has been difficult. I never took
swimming too seriously in high
school, and sure, we still had dry
land and morning practices, but
nothing compared to it here.
The season is way longer, and
the practices are more intense.
I really have to give it my all in
order to stay on top of the training. It can be mentally and physical draining at times, but getting to know my teammates and
achieving personal goals is definitely worth it.

Dominican (Ill.)

Lawrence
Where:
Buchanan
Wellness Center

When:
Sat, Nov 15, 3 p.m.

13
The amount of
tackles linebacker
Dan Taylor
recorded against
Ripon College.

LU Swimming & Diving Team splits first home meet against Beloit
Jenny Angeli
Staff Writer

______________________

Saturday, Nov. 8 marked the
Lawrence University Swim Team’s
first home meet of the year against
Midwest Conference competitor
Beloit College.
The women’s side had tough
competition this week against the
Buccaneers. Senior Taylor Winter
had a spectacular meet, winning
the 1,000-yard freestyle and the
500-yard freestyle for the Vikings.
“We train hard every single
day for several hours. Two to
three times a day we’re swimming, lifting, doing dry-land and
even doing yoga. Our main focus
is conference so each meet is a
great way to compete and prepare
for the end of the season,” junior
Haley Cardinal said.
Thanks to all that hard work,

Cardinal also had two victories
winning the 200-yard individual
medley (IM) and the 100-yard
breaststroke. Sophomore Paige
Witter had an impressive performance Saturday as well, snagging
the top spot in the 200-yard freestyle and the 100-yard butterfly.
Junior Emily Flack and freshman Anna Vogel also placed third
and sixth in the 200 freestyle,
respectively. Vogel also went on
to place fourth in the 500-yard
freestyle and helped the 200-yard
medley relay team grab fourth
place.
“I would say Anna Vogel
would be the MVP for the meet—
all her swims were awesome,”
Flack said. Despite the six victories won by Winter, Witter and
Cardinal for the women’s team,
the Vikings fell 157-44 to the
Buccaneers.
Despite the loss, Cardinal
was happy with the overall team
performance. “The 100 Back was

extremely competitive and great
to watch. We got some really fast
freshmen this year so it was great
to see us sweep that event and get
first through fourth. The 200-freestyle was also very competitive. I
always have a personal bias with
the 200 IM and the 100 breast, of
course. but really every event is
always a great race,” Cardinal said.
The men’s team had a very
successful afternoon.
“My favorite race was seeing
the men’s team win in their first
relay of the season. It was also
great just to see everyone supporting their teammates on the
side of the pool through the whole
meet,” Witter added
Freshman Travis Charlow
had a great first meet for the
team winning both the 200-yard
freestyle and the 100-yard backstroke. Junior Kaleb Cooperman
placed second in the 200-yard
freestyle event, finishing just 12
seconds behind Charlow. With

this outstanding performance, the
men’s team was able to top the
Buccaneers 104-70.
Ultimately, the Vikings had
a great first meet of the season.
Cardinal finished, “Everyone had
such strong swims, especially
Winter, Witter and Charlow, all

who won their events. Flo Van
Lieshout won the 100 back and
Odessa Ceh got the 50 free, but
even those who may not have
placed first mostly had their best
times, so I’m looking forward to
the rest of the season.”

Sophomore Christian Bell received second place in the men’s 100-yard butterfly race.
Photo courtesy of Emei Thompson
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Athlete of the Week
by Pablo Morales

Cora Williams: Women’s Cross Country
Cora Williams, a junior from Brentwood, Calif., had her best race
of the season on Saturday at the Midwest Conference seasonending meet. Her time of 23:11 in the 6,000-meter (3.7 mile)
course was the fastest time among Lawrentians and good enough
for 11th place in the conference.
Pablo Morales: You had a pretty great race this weekend.
Congratulations!
Cora Williams: Thank you. I was really happy with my race; I ran the
best 6K I’ve ever run. It’s a bit of a bummer for the team, since we
were going for first place and ended up with third, although we also
placed third in conference last year. So it’s good we didn’t lose any
ground.

PM: Reid Golf Course is a pretty nice course to run.
CW: Yeah, it is. Usually in races I hate running two laps—in a crosscountry race, the whole course should be unique. I really like our
course, though. I think since it was at home and we had a lot of support, it was so exciting. Courses that loop are more spectator-friendly,
too. I really love it—there’s a lot of variety in the course, some great
hills and nice stretches.
PM: Do you get nervous before a race?
CW: Definitely. A mentor of mine once told me, ‘If you’re not nervous,
you don’t care.’ So yeah, I always get nervous. It’s better than apathy.

PM: When did you start running?
CW: I started when I was 11. My dad trained me throughout middle
school; he ran throughout college. I mostly relied on him throughout
high school too. That’s actually one of the hardest things about being
away from home—he’s never been able to see me race in college.
PM: How do you think you’ve transformed as a runner since you

started at 11?
CW: I’ve learned to laugh at myself. Do you want to hear a funny story?
The first time I ever ran a mile, when I finished I thought I was going
to die. My dad had ridden his bike alongside me the whole way and I
told him to call an ambulance. I’m still alive to this day.
PM: Glad you made it!
CW: I’ve also learned to relax a bit more. Not just my running form
itself, but also having different ideas about running. I’ve learned to
look at running as a release rather than something to be stressed out
about.
PM: Running can be such a mental game.
CW: I think that helped out with how I did on Saturday. Since the
course is two laps, I finished the first lap really fast and thought I’d be
tired out soon. Instead, I ended up focusing on making sure I didn’t
give up and also feeling comfortable.

PM: That’s a great mindset.
CW: One of the things I learned this season was that when you are
running, you have to think in the present. For so long, I would start
the race, and as soon as I started I’d be thinking about how I was going
to end the race, instead of focusing how I felt in that mile right then.
One of the things I was training myself to do all season was being in
the moment.
PM: Any final thoughts, burning comments that you’d like to get out
into the world?
CW: There’s a quote that’s been on my mind today. It’s from Tom
Stoppard’s play “Arcadia.” It goes, “The unpredictable and the predetermined unfold together to make everything the way it is.” Mind
blowing.

Vikings drop two games against Marian in NCHA play
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

______________________

The Lawrence University
Hockey Team skated into their
second week of competition with
hopes to continue the success of
their opening series sweep against
Concordia University, but the
team was thwarted in its attempts
against Marian University (2-2,
2-2 NCHA).
On Friday, Nov. 7, the Vikings
traveled to Fond du Lac to face the
Sabres at the Blue Line Ice Center.
A scoreless first period was the
result of firm Viking defense, as
Marian outshot Lawrence 16-5.
Despite being offensively outshined, the Vikings put the first
points on the board 7:53 into the

second.
Senior Gustav Lindgren
knocked in a rebound after a
faceoff in the Marian zone off
assists from juniors Brandon
Boelter and Steve Hughes. One
of the Sabres’ many offensive
attempts finally found its mark
with 1:33 remaining in the second
period to tie it at 1-1.
The Vikings kicked it into gear
in the third period, outshooting
the Sabres 13-9 in an attempt to
take back the lead. Unfortunately,
it was Marian that was able to
wrestle in one more goal before
the buzzer, bringing the final score
to a narrow 2-1.
The Vikings had a chance
for redemption at the Appleton
Family Ice Center on Saturday,
Nov. 8. It was a very fastpaced game from the start, and

Lawrence again seized an early
lead when senior Patrick Coyne
introduced the puck to the net less
than three minutes into the first
period. Freshman Jake Kreutzer
and senior Kevin Killian were
credited with assists. The Sabres
retaliated quickly, capitalizing on
a power play opportunity at 9:11
to even up the score.
The second period was where
the Vikings slipped up, allowing three goals and a 4-1 Marian
lead before the second intermission. The aggression between the
two teams manifested itself very
physically in the third period; a
brawl by the Marian bench halfway through the period resulted
in a major penalty and a game
ejection for a player on each team,
among other penalties.
Lawrence got a power play

advantage that yielded a return
at 12:10, when freshman Austin
Frank scored his first collegiate
goal off assists from sophomore
Blake Roubos and freshman Brad
Mueller. This cut the Marian
lead to 4-2. However, the Sabres
responded with a goal of their
own before the end to claim a
sound 5-2 victory.
This pair of losses brings
the Vikings’ record to 2-2 (2-2
NCHA) as they move forward
to the upcoming series against
Northland College (1-3, 1-3
NCHA). Competition will remain
at home both Friday, Nov. 14, and
Saturday, Nov. 15. The puck drops
at the Appleton Family Ice Center
at 7 p.m. on Friday and 4 p.m. on
Saturday.

Tournament, the Vikings still had a
spectacular season. Junior Andrea
Wilkinson and freshman Arianna
Cohen were kind enough to take
the time to fill in The Lawrentian
about the best parts of their season.

one of the greatest comebacks I
have ever been a part of for a volleyball game.
Arianna: Monmouth was not necessarily a team that we should
have lost to, but our energy
throughout the whole game was
incredible. We came out and finished the game in three right
away. I just remember being so
happy the entire game with how
everyone was playing.”

Lauren Ray and Sydney Nelson.
They came in and really took control of our game and the court. A
good hitter needs a good setter,
and we were fortunate enough
to have two spectacular setters
who made smart decisions on the
court.
Andrea: I would say it was a tie
between Cyra Bammer and Cohen
for rookie of the year. They both
had two completely different roles
on the team and both stepped
up to fill those respective roles.
Bammer had a major role in our
defense as the libero and kept
many plays alive by getting some

Volleyball

Jenny Angeli
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Wednesday, Oct. 29 marked
the final game for the Lawrence
Women’s Volleyball Team. Out of
26 matches this season, the Vikings
came out with nine wins and 17
losses total, with a 5-5 record in
Midwest Conference (MWC) play.
This left them in sixth place overall
for conference finishing just behind
Ripon College. It was Cornell
College who was able to place first
in the MWC with a 10-0 record.
While their record did
not clinch a place in the MWC

Jenny: What was your favorite
game this season?
Andrea: The Carroll game definitely stands out for me. We lost
the first two sets and were down
21-24 or something close to that.
We were able to pull off a comeback in that third set and won the
next two sets for the win! It was

STANDINGS
WOMEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Lake Forest
10-0
20-0
Ripon
8-2
13-7
Carroll
6-2-2
7-9-2
Grinnell
6-3-1
10-8-1
Illinois
5-3-2
11-5-2
St. Norbert
5-4-1
7-10-1
Cornell
4-6
8-9-1
Lawrence
3-5-2
5-11-2
Monmouth
3-7
5-13
Beloit
1-9
4-13-1
Knox
0-10
3-14
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
Knox
9-1
Lake Forest
6-2-2
Carroll
6-3-1
Illinois
6-3-1
Monmouth
6-3-1
St. Norbert
5-2-3
Grinnell
5-2-3
Lawrence
2-6-2
Beloit
2-8
Cornell
1-8-1
Ripon
0-10

OVR
15-4
7-10-2
10-8-2
10-7-2
8-9-1
11-4-3
9-3-5
4-11-3
2-15
3-13-2
2-15-1

VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
MWC
Cornell
10-0
St. Norbert
9-1
Lake Forest
7-3
Carroll
7-3
Ripon
6-4
Lawrence
5-5
Illinois
4-6
Knox
3-7
Grinnell
2-8
Monmouth
2-8
Beloit
0-10

OVR
24-6
16-14
13-15
11-18
16-11
9-17
8-19
5-24
8-20
8-21
3-22

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and are current as of
Nov. 12, 2014.

Season in Review

Jenny: Who would you name the
Rookie of the year and why?
Arianna: I would have to say it
was a tie between our two setters,

great digs. Cohen really stepped
on the offensive side and was one
of the main people we went to
when we knew we had to put the
ball down to get a kill.

Jenny: What are your expectations for next season?
Arianna: I am really looking forward to seeing how everyone
grows in the off season. It will be
sad without our two seniors, but
having ten freshman means there
is so much room for this team to
grow. I think by the time we are
seniors, we will really be a force
to be reckoned with.
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Student Organizations and Food

Cultural Food Club explores international cuisine
Ollin Garcia Pliego
Staff Writer

______________________________

Cultural Food Club (CFC) hosts an
event around three or four times per term,
and its main goal is to promote awareness of different cultures around the globe
through food. Founded during Spring of
2013 by juniors Jenny Niedenfuehr and
Taylor Jamison, CFC instructs its members
in the cooking of ethnic dishes, covering a
wide array of countries and regions.
The club has evolved into a more
structured organization ever since its
creation and now has a formal executive
board: President Jenny Niedenfuehr; VicePresident Taylor Jamison; Secretaries Julia
Jaglowski and Cindy Guan; Public Relations
Coordinator Deepankar Tripurana; and
driver/photographer Ryan Aiello.

Niedenfuehr talked about what
inspired her to start the club. “I’ve been
cooking since [I was a child], I’m raised on
home-made meals … My mom is Italian and
all she does is cook and I really just wanted
to come here and cook. I’ve always wanted
to start a cooking club and I saw that
Lawrence [didn’t] have any so … I decided
to [start it].
During its first year and a half, CFC has
touched upon a rich diversity of cultures
around the world and has collaborated
with other organizations on campus in an
attempt to expand Lawrence’s students
understanding of food beyond the United
States, thus increasing the culinary options
for many of us at their events while also
saving us a meal swipe.
Niedenfuehr explains the wide range
of cultures CFC has included in its cooking,
“Freshman year we did Indian, Japanese
food, Italian food and then last year we
did Korean, Polish, Thai [and] French; we

did an event with VIVA, so [also] Latin
American. This year we’ve done Bengali,
Native American, and West-African.”
CFC’s biggest events occurred last year
when they cooked sushi and Bengali food,
which attracted a considerable amount of
people. Although many Lawrentians might
think that this club is only about cooking
and eating, CFC also encourages its members and everyone interested to bring suggestions, good vibes, and their love of other
countries’ food.
Public Relations Chair and sophomore Deepankar Tripunara joined just
three months ago, but seems exceptionally
immersed in the cooking process, “What
I did for each event was basically help the
person leading the event in the kitchen…
explaining how [the cooking process] was.”
Personally, Tripunara hopes to see
new cultures coming to CFC dinners. “I
like Asian-Indian food so if we could do
that soon that would be cool.” In addition,

he reveals that his favorite dish is butter
chicken. As an executive board member,
Tripunara hopes that CFC “expands even
further so that we are more inclusive of the
entire campus.”
CFC usually hosts three or four cooking
events per term and the weeks in-between
they have board meetings, which are on
Saturday at 4 p.m. in the International
House. Niedenfuehr makes a call to the
Lawrence community encouraging everybody to join the club,
“Cooking is such an important part of
our lives. It is really important to know how
to cook basic things and learn about other
cultures all over the world. We’re trying to
increase awareness, not only about food ,
but of different cultures. I feel especially
that clubs like LUNA, Native American Club
[are important] when we have food events
[because] more people will come and learn
about the club.”

explained. “Then, we put on an event that’s
open to campus where we just enjoy those
foods together. It’s a great way to meet
new people, cook with other people and
make something that everyone can share
together.”
Anyone is welcome to the event at
Greenfire, even if they are not part of any
Co-op. “We encourage people to come.
We’re not going to make it super publicized
probably but we’re going to make a bunch
of food,” co-president and junior, Isabel
Dammann said. “So if people are interested
in coming they can definitely come.”
In the past, Co-op and SLUG have also
gotten involved and helped cook for the
event. “It’s a Thanksgiving-esque dinner
celebration that Greenfire hosts, but it’s

usually between the three co-ops on campus,” Dammann explained. “It takes place in
Greenfire’s living room, and we’re going to
make a bunch of food and the other co-ops
are going to bring food too. It’s just a nice,
relaxing dinner at the end of tenth week.”
“We’re all co-ops that are kind of
focused on sustainability, so it’s a good
way for everyone to get interested in
those things,” said Wendorff on the goal of
Friendsgiving. “It’s a good way for them to
know there are these food co-ops on campus and just kind of our goal of the food
co-ops as well.”
Friendsgiving allows Greenfire and
other students to share a meal with members of other co-ops and talk about the
goals of their organizations.

“It’s a nice way to share food with
people who have similar missions as our
co-op and get together the other co-ops on
campus to eat,” explained Dammann. “We
don’t always have a whole lot of collaboration throughout the term so it’s nice an
event where we all get together”
“Fall term is always a struggle for students just to get acclimated to campus so it
would be good to see a turnout from people
on campus who aren’t maybe so sure what
student organizations they want to be a
part of,” Wendorff explained, “and students
who haven’t been over to the house yet or
haven’t been involved in the sustainability
groups on campus, because that would be
really nice to see.”

Friendsgiving at Greenfire brings students together
Rachel Taber
Staff Writer

______________________________

On Thursday, November 20 at 6:30
p.m., Greenfire will be hosting an event
called Friendsgiving for anyone on campus
interested to relax before finals and enjoy
food and friends. They will be coordinating with Co-op and SLUG for Friendsgiving,
since they all have similar missions focused
on sustainability.
“It’s an event that’s been held at
Greenfire before winter break, so around
that Thanksgiving time, where we just
make different foods,” junior and one of
Greenfire’s co-presidents Emily Wendorff

Queer Thanksgiving
Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery
FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ CHEEZY-BREADSTICKS
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!
FREE DELIVERY!

OPEN 11 A.M.–3 A.M.

Ask for your Lawrence Discount!

920-749-1111
www.MuncheezPizzeria.com | 600 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton

Lawrence’s third annual Queer Thanksgiving will
take place on Friday Nov. 21 at 4 p.m. in the Diversity
Center. The meal will be provided by faculty and staff
for LGBTQQIAP+ students and allies to celebrate
Thanksgiving. In past years, the meal has been a potluck
style feast of traditional Thanksgiving fare. The event
has been marketed as a “safe, accepting, family-like
setting for LGBTQQIAP+ students, faculty and staff” as
well as their partners, spouses, children and loved ones.
RSVPs to Jennifer Bonack for this event are necessary by
Monday, Nov. 17 for faculty and staff who would like to
participate in the event.

Edinburgh

continued from page 3
with a small group of Lawrentians to begin the climb
up the 251 meter peak.
We started our trek up the walking trail that
wound its way through the hills and towards the
tallest peak. Along the way, there were several picturesque views of Scotland and the highlands, which
were lovely to look at during the climb, but the entire
time I was fixated on reaching the top. It was as if all
my problems had manifested themselves into this
one peak and if I could reach the top, I would have
conquered them all. So I kept pushing up the hillside

until the tallest peak was in sight.
We ended up stopping on a large ledge just
below the peak to catch our breath before moving
on. Two fellow students had brought a baseball and
their gloves, and they began to play catch on this
ledge. Upon losing the ball, we all continued hiking
up the peak side until eventually, we were at the
highest point.
250.5 meters above sea level, Edinburgh
looked majestic. Far off in one direction, the famous
Scotland Highlands could be seen and in the other
direction, the North Sea. It was a beautiful moment
in the company of friends, amazing views and the
conquering of peak. It was at this moment that my
love for climbing mountains was born.
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Revisiting old haunts on the Haunted Lawrence tour
Nalee Praseutsack
Staff Writer

______________________________

Haunted Lawrence, a ghost tour of
Lawrence University, typically takes place
before Halloween, but it was absent from
the library’s activities this year. A discussion with the archivist Erin Dix explained
the reason for this year’s absent tour and
information about the tour for those who
might not have been aware of it.
Originally conceived by the former
archivist Julia Strongfellow, Dix’s predecessor, the Haunted Lawrence tour first
occurred in 2006. The tour aims to tell the
history of buildings and the school while
also incorporating stories of mysterious
or spooky happenings based on pieces of

evidence in the archives including journals
and newspaper articles.
The tour also provided an opportunity for people to experience less accessible
parts of campus. Places like the Main Hall
cupola and the attic of Ormsby Hall have
been stops on the tour before. Dix said, “it
can be fun to see some less visible parts of
campus.”
This year, the tour was not given in
order to plan and try out different events
for the month of October. Because October
is American Archives Month, Dix planned
a film festival of “movies that had been
recently digitized” in order to help “highlight the archives and why it’s cool.” She
also explained, “It would have been a little
too much to plan a tour and this other
event.”
Dix does promise that the tour will
return next year. She said she was “aware

that some people were disappointed” that
it didn’t happen this year and plans to bring
the tour back next October.
When asked about some particularly haunted sites, Dix named the Music
and Drama Center, particularly Stansbury
Theatre. Claims of disembodied screaming have come from multiple people, from
staff to students and others throughout
the decades. A security officer, according to
Dix, once reported seeing “on the stage two
figures … who disappeared.”
A blog post by Strongfellow from Oct.
31, 2006 entitled “Haunted Lawrence”
makes note of “a few places on campus that
are said to be haunted.” The list includes
Ormsby Hall, Stansbury Theatre and Main
Hall, among other locations. According to
the blog, Main Hall is “supposedly haunted by Hiram Jones.” Jones, a professor of
Ancient Language and Literature, “proceed-

ed to die on the spot” during a Latin class
inside Main Hall in 1898.
While Dix said that she has never had a
first hand experience with ghosts or hauntings, she does believe that some happenings may be more difficult to discredit.
However, on a tour she gave, she said a
woman in the tour group approached her
claiming that “two discarnate beings were
watching [them] from the balcony” in the
Chapel.
If anyone has had a ghostly or paranormal experience, Dix encourages them to
share it with her to gather more information for the archives and the tour. This can
be done via email at erin.k.dix@lawrence.
edu or in person at the archives located on
Level B of the library. You can also contact
her if you are interested in learning more
about the Haunted Tours or the archived
evidence of these claims.

who edits the News section along with
sophomore Brenna Ori, said that the biggest struggle for her and her writers is that
there aren’t events happening all the time
on Lawrence’s campus.
“If something is going on, people either
know about it or don’t really care about it,”
Nelson explained. Claire Hoy, sophomore
editor of Features, found that her section
had to deal with the fact that “we don’t
always get the first pick for articles. A lot
of time events will be covered by News, we
can’t cover sports, and we can’t have opinion pieces, so it’s very difficult to find our
own niche for features.”
Because of these difficulties that can
sometimes arise from these problems,
all of the editors are acutely aware when
wider campus isn’t happy with what is published in the paper. When asked what they
would say to wider campus about some of
the issues that people can have with The
Lawrentian, all of the editors were quick to
respond, all of them addressing the issue of
fact. “When you’re staring at that computer
screen for eight hours on Wednesday night
and it’s three in the morning and you still
have your geology lab to do, it’s hard to
catch every [mistake],” said Zawacki.
“Each writer has to reaffirm the honor
code that their facts are correct, but a lot

of the time we have no idea of knowing
whether or not a fact is correct, because it’s
in our statement that all facts are provided
by their authors. So one person maybe not
understanding something or getting something wrong can reflect on the whole paper
which is kind of a bummer.”
Senior Nathan Lawrence’s position as
Copy Chief means that he is particularly
involved in these issues.
“If I was checking every fact that came
across my desk all night, I would be there
for days. I wish I was in the position to
do that and I deeply regret when something passes through that isn’t accurate,”
Lawrence asserted.
“What it comes down to is the fact that
we have to trust our writers to be honorable and that they’re doing their research,
they’re double checking and triple checking
as well. It’s a relationship of trust between
the editor and the writers. We all trust each
other to be doing our jobs well, but sometimes people make a mistake and it goes
through.”
Nelson felt that her section in particular often comes under fire for perceived
bias, particularly when it comes to Greek
life.
“As the News section, we try to be as
unbiased as possible, because what’s the

point of delivering news if it’s just one
sided? I feel some of the [complaints are]
based in legitimate stuff, and some of it
is blown out of proportion, because for
the most part it’s a pretty calm thing, so
if there’s anything remotely controversial
people latch onto it,” said Nelson, concluding that “it’s not exactly the controversy
itself that reflects us, it’s how we handle it.”
Hoy suggested, “if you have a problem,
come write for us! If you think our writing
is so abhorrent, try it out and see. It’s not
an easy job.”
But at the same time, these criticisms
are a motivator.
“It’s something that makes us want
to work harder,” said Hoy. Variety Editor
Amaan Khan agreed, saying that “The
Lawrentian is obviously not perfect, again
it’s a student publication and we will make
mistakes. It’s not a full time job, but we
are on a very positive trajectory. We’ve
improved a lot; we are a student publication and we rely on the students. If students
want to improve their publication, they
should always get in touch with us.”
So if you’re a frequent reader of The
Lawrentian, with or without criticism or
complaint, always feel free to get in touch
with your writers and editors, or try out the
job for yourself.

take ownership of Lawrence in a different
way,” Canfield said.
Currently, senior English and Vocal
Performance double major Elena Stabile
and junior basketball player and Economics
major Jamie Nikitas, lead ACE.
“Our mission is not specifically getting athletes and conservatory students
together engaged but also getting the rest
of campus excited about these two groups
which contribute a huge amount to the
community,” Stabile said.
Members of ACE like sophomore Paige
Witter agree with this mission. Witter
joined the committee after the end of her
swim season.
“During my swim season, I stuck with
my swimmers and didn’t go out to support
others and I thought that was a shame,”
Witter said. “There’s a lot of overlaps
between the two groups in what they do
and what they’re dedicated to.”
Witter is currently working with ACE

on part two of the fight song competition,
which is working on getting people to submit music to the lyrics that were submitted
last year.
Besides this, ACE started the year off
by organizing a pep rally for the Welcome
Week football game, with Mike Ruth’s revamped pep band and leading the Flip-Flop
Weekend event that is planned to take place
every term.
“We wanted to give LU Flip-Flop the
attention it deserves because it sort of fell
by the way side,” Stabile said.
Through all of their activities, ACE
hopes to foster all sorts of connections on
campus.
“College is about building relationships with people that you wouldn’t think
to, and that is a challenge, but those relationships are the ones that you learn most
from,” reminded Canfield.
“ACE emphasizes that there are similarities between these two groups that

can bring us together as Lawrentians,”
said Witter. “There [are] a lot of overlaps
between the two groups in what they do
and what they’re dedicated to."
Despite this, individuals involved in
ACE recognize that change will take time.
“It is a culture change that takes a lot
of work and a lot of time. Theoretically if
nothing were to change—even though I
think stuff already has—we have people
on the Committee who would have never
otherwise interacted with each other. So,
even if nothing campus wise changes, what
is happening in the committee will have
ripple effects,” Canfield said.
Ultimately, the purpose of ACE is to
create a more cohesively engaged community.
“The goal is to get people in the same
space,” concluded Stabile.

The Lawrentian’s Editorial Board talks coverage and facts
Regan Martin
Staff Writer

______________________________

Every week at The Lawrentian, editors give out article assignments, read the
pieces that writers have submitted for that
week, and work on the layout and editing
until the early hours of the morning. It can
be difficult as an editor to continually put
so much time and effort into something,
without getting a voice about the publication you devote so many hours to, and those
that work as editors at the paper have a lot
to say about the weekly publication and its
relationship to the wider campus.
Senior Emily Zawacki, the current
Editor-in-Chief, said that her goal for The
Lawrentian is to publish something that
people want to pick up and read.
“I think a lot of students don’t realize
how much work goes into it…it’s a really
big task to put out a newspaper every week,
so I want to make sure we’re reporting on
interesting things and that we’re both a
worthwhile source of information now and
for future generations.”
Working towards this goal, individual
sections deal with their own problems on
a week-to-week basis. Junior Rose Nelson,

LUCC adds Athletic Conservatory Engagement committee
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

_____________________________

The Athletic Conservatory Engagement
committee (ACE) is a new addition to LUCC.
The committee was originally part
of now LUCC President and fifth year
Jack Canfield’s campaign to integrate the
Lawrence community.
“It didn’t make sense to me why there
was such a divide on campus, so I wanted
to take a more official and specific role in
changing [that aspect] of our community,”
Canfield said.
ACE allows students to take unique
possession of their community.
“While a lot of groups [on campus] are
focused outward, serving the larger community, ACE is focused on making Lawrence
a more fun place, [allowing students] to
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34th annual Jazz Celebration Weekend: a bittersweet affair
Izzy Yellen
Staff Writer

__________________________

This past Friday and
Saturday, Nov. 7-8, Lawrence
University hosted the 34th annual
Jazz Celebration Weekend. It was
a bittersweet celebration, as this
year marked the first year without Fred Sturm, the Director of
Jazz and Improvisational Music
and creator of Jazz Celebration
Weekend. Sturm built the weekend from the ground up—creating
a non-competitive festival filled
with clinics from guest musicians
for the students to learn from.
Since its inauguration, it has
grown from featuring three bands
and guest musicians to all of
Lawrence’s bands—five combos
and two big bands—numerous
secondary school bands and guest
musicians. This year the guest
musicians were drummers Terri

Lyne Carrington with “The Mosaic
Project” and Peter Erskine.
Carrington and her group
played Friday night, kicking off
the festivities. Her band consisted
of her on drums, Tia Fuller on
reeds, Josh Hari on bass, Ingrid
Jensen on trumpet, Lizz Wright on
vocals and Rachel Z on piano. The
Mosaic Project played a collage of
styles, incorporating elements of
fusion, soul, free jazz and funk.
While all the band members
were quite talented as individuals
and with each other, a fair amount
of what they played sounded a
bit gimmicky and forced. The
hodgepodge of styles made for a
mostly unfocused concert. While
they were good at playing all the
different styles, the music would
have been more effective if they
focused less on each tune, and
more on the music in general.
Despite this, the technique
and experience of each player
was enjoyable to watch and hear.

Specifically, Jensen’s trumpet
solos. Unlike many players today,
she used a lot of space and silence
in her solos. This is important
because not only does it allow the
band to interact more, but it also
asks those listening to appreciate
the music and silence more.
Wright was another star
of the project. While her genre
was more soul than it was jazz,
she had a powerful and assertive, yet beautiful and rich voice.
Because she took command of
the band, she was able to steer
them towards a more focused soul
sound, rather than various styles.
This was my favorite part of the
concert because while it was not
necessarily jazz, it brought all the
musicians together to provide a
hip background for a gorgeous
voice.
After a full day of combo and
big band concerts and clinics, jazz
players and listeners of all ages
came together in Memorial Chapel

to see drummer Peter Erskine
play sets with the Lawrence
University Jazz Ensemble (LUJE)
and the Lawrence University Jazz
Faculty Trio. This concert featured
Erskine—a jazz great who has
been on over 600 albums—young
players with a future in jazz and
the talented faculty, who are not
only some of the best educators
on the matter, but also terrific
players.
The concert started off with
a tune composed by Fred Sturm
and was followed by tunes from
Erskine’s background—usually
either ones he composed or by
the fusion band Weather Report,
of which he was a drummer for
several years. The first few pieces
were played by him and LUJE,
showcasing both the preciseness
of Erskine’s drumming and professional talent from the whole
group.
In the set with the trio,
Erskine was able to show off his

combo talents. In a combo, there
is a heavier emphasis on improvisation and interaction. He was
good about staying quiet enough
but knew when to draw attention to his drumming, a skill that
is rare and difficult to perfect for
musicians, especially drummers.
He also smiled a lot while playing, showing how important—and
easy it is—to enjoy the music you
play.
After playing another set
with LUJE and finishing with the
hit “Birdland” by Weather Report,
Jazz Celebration Weekend 2014
had come to a close. It went well,
and hopefully taught all of its visiting young jazz bands a thing
or two about playing this art
form. Regardless, it entertained
many listeners. Jazz Celebration
Weekend 2015 can’t come soon
enough.

the group moved simultaneously,
they felt very precise and connected. I really enjoyed the flow
of this piece and the lightheartedness of the song.
The next piece was set to
Beats Antique’s “Revival,” and felt
like it had more sinister undertones. A contemporary dance
with ballet elements, two dancers
dressed all in black performed
side by side. A particularly cool
moment in this dance was when
one dancer laid on the ground and
moved her feet to resemble the
hands of a clock, which shifted as
the music began to sound like a
tick-tock.
At the end of the dance, one
of the dancers slowly moved her
arm from left to right, as if to wipe
the other dancer off the stage, and
as the other dancer glided out of
the spotlight, the music faded out.
This made for a very dramatic
ending, and provided contrast for
the next piece.
The Lawrence University
Dance Team took to the stage and
performed to “Work Work” by
Britney Spears. This large group—
a dozen dancers strong—smiled
widely and was dressed in red and
black, with pom-poms to match.
The song selection was ener-

gizing and it was clear to see the
dancers were having fun. This
group is newly formed and it will
be exciting to see how this competitive dance team develops over
the course of the year.
Next to perform were two
dance pairs from Lawrence
Swing Dance. They danced to Ella
Fitzgerald’s “It’s Alright with Me,”
a song about falling in love with
someone who is not “the right”
someone, but about giving in to
the romance anyway. The dancers
swapped partners often, which I
felt fit perfectly with the tone of
the song, and the swing footwork
was simply a delight.
After the swing group,
Massive Movement performed to
Jason Derulo’s “Zipper.” The largest dance ensemble of the evening,
this hip-hop group showcased
crisp movements, high energy and
solid synchronization. There was
even fun costume interplay with
the title of the song—many of
the dancers were wearing hoodies and playfully unzipped them
to the beat.
The final group featured four
dancers and performed to “All
Around Me” by Flyleaf. This piece
was lyrical and nature and offset
the previous group with softer

lines and mellowness. Yet again,
the musical selection here really
supported the movement.
About 25 minutes in length,
all the dancers came out to enthusiastic applause at the end of the
show. This preview was brief, but
full of promise. When asked about
the purpose of the preview show,
Melchert said that, “We bill it as a
teaser for the much bigger spring
show, to show freshmen what
we’re about and encourage other

dancers to join the organization.”
“I think keeping this show
small and fitting a larger audience
into Esch also emphasizes what a
following dance has developed on
this campus and how willing the
student body is to see this kind of
art,” she added.
When asked about the Melee
group and its goals, Melchert said,
“Something I like about Melee is

Melee preview show a success, exciting debut
Anastasia Skliarova
Staff Writer

__________________________

The Esch Hurvis Studio
was abuzz with audience members and dancers alike on Friday,
Nov. 7 for the Melee Fall Preview
show. Ten minutes before the official start time, all the seats had
already been filled and audience
members started staking out the
few remaining spots on the floor
to either sit or stand. This turnout
definitely made for a favorable
beginning.
Executive Director of Melee
and senior Adriane Melchert welcomed the sizeable audience to
Melee’s first show of the year with
a smile and a brief introduction
to the performance. This show
was a teaser for Melee’s big show
in the spring and was meant to
showcase what students have
been working on so early in the
school year.
The lights then dimmed, and
the first piece was performed. A
six-person group did a modern
dance set to “Once in a While” by
Shakey Graves. Each individual’s
moves were distinct but felt similar in their smoothness, but when

See page 9
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Film Review

What are you in the dark: the sick pleasures of Nightcrawler
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

__________________________

Louis Bloom, the protagonist of “Nightcrawler,” has a
relaxed smile and good posture.
He speaks in a clear tone, and
is very polite and direct about
what he wants. He is social, clever and does not like arguments.
There is no way he is anything
but a monster. It is a credit to
Jake Gyllenhaal and the Dan
Gilroy, the star and writer/director of “Nightcrawler,” that we do
not realize Bloom’s perfect, total
void until the film ends. I would
go as far to say that this character is the closest I have ever
come to seeing pure evil repre-

sented on screen.
Try naming somebody that
comes even close. Hannibal
Lecter? Charming and deeply
attached to those he considers
worthy of his time. The Joker?
Magnetic and compelling, a victim to his insanity as much as
anyone else. Dracula? Please.
What Gyllenhaal creates with
this character is nothing less
than a perfect evil, one who
regrets and is attached to nothing, save for his desire for power.
The plot is as such: making
a meager living stealing hubcaps
and fence wire in Los Angeles,
where Bloom is seen committing
the first sign of his evil that does
not resonate until later, Bloom
ends up witnessing an accident

on the freeway and discovers the
titular profession, which is filming accidents and crime scenes
for local TV news stations. After
briefly talking with the man
who introduces him to his calling—Bill Paxton, who clearly
needs some cash since “Big
Love” ended—Gyllenhaal steals
a bike to buy a police scanner
and camera and goes to town.
He soon gets lucky: he ends up
getting prime footage and sells
it to Nina—Rene Russo, wonderfully dark—who takes a liking to
him and provides him with an in.
Flush with cash, he gets to work.
This is really when
“Nightcrawler” begins to get
good. Dan Gilroy, whose father
Frank wrote the legendary “The

Subject was Roses” and whose
brother Tony is the architect of
the “Bourne” films, has inherited
his family’s ability to combine
dark characters with chilling suspense. When Gyllenhaal begins to
break the law to get better footage—trespassing, rearranging
crime scenes, and much, much
worse—the film often becomes
almost unbearably suspenseful,
which culminates in one of the
best chase scenes and fallouts
since “The French Connection”
over 40 years ago. Like that film,
it, too, ends in a dark way, with a
final joke that sends the message
home.
But this film would be
impossible without Gyllenhaal.
Were it not such a loaded year,

he would easily get an Oscar
nomination, and he still may, but
this isn’t the kind of work that
wins. It’s too dark, too bracing.
Having lost 20 pounds for the
role, Gyllenhaal is skeletal, his
wide eyes popping out and dark,
like a praying mantis/panda
bear fusion. But these eyes are
also the key to his mind. “What
if it’s not that I don’t understand people, but I just don’t
like them?” He asks his intern
before the climax. Looking into
those eyes, which look at evil and
answer only with oblivion, it is a
question that will disturb even
the most jaded viewer.
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SPOTLIGHT
Lizzy Weekes
Staff Writer

____________________

The best art is begotten in
conditions of true collaboration.
Senior Portia Turner has found
this sentiment to be unbelievably
true, especially in her relationship with theater.
“Theatre is all a very collaborative process. What is important is people coming together to
reach the same end goal,” Turner
said. “You are not able to do
it without help from everyone
else.”
This mindset was instilled
in Turner very early on. Theatre
runs in the family.
“My parents are both
involved in theatre so I’ve been
seeing shows since I was born,”
she said.
Her involvement continued into childhood, both in New
Mexico, where she grew up, and
Wisconsin, where she moved in
eighth grade. In New Mexico,
Turner found a lack of theatre
motivated her and inspired her
to keep going.
“I had to drive to the other
side of town, and I had to pay
for it and all of that. Just having those years where theatre
was not easily accessible and not

easy to do, having that time away
from it, really reminded me how
much I needed it in my life,”
Turner said.
In Wisconsin, she found theatre was more easily available.
Turner had a chance to hone her
craft. But, theatre was not always
the plan. She came to Lawrence
with intentions of being in the
con.
“I was planning on majoring
in clarinet and doing theatre on
the side. But, I did not get into
the conservatory, which was the
most freeing thing ever,” Turner
commented. “Now I had the
option to actually go do theatre.
There was a mental block to try
and not follow my family. I broke
through it, and I’m glad I did.”
After this blessing in disguise, Turner went on to be
involved in at least one production every term she’s been at
Lawrence. This includes stagemanaging many shows here,
including a main stage production of “The Plough and the Stars”
her sophomore year. Eventually,
during the fall of her junior year,
she directed a 90-minute version
of “As You Like It.”
Turner also participated
in Lawrence’s initiative to start
the Greyfell Theatre Company.
She is currently co-director of
the improv team on campus,

Optimistic Feral Children, and
Empress (President) of the
Lawrence Society of Drama.
Recently, Turner decided
to truly test her directing skills
with the development of her own
Senior Project, “Almost, Durang,”
with fellow seniors Sarah Tiano,
Caitlin Wittner and Katerina
Kimoundri.
Turner described the title
as being homage to play “Almost,

PORTIA
TURNER
Maine.” In the production, disconnected scenes were strung
together on a common theme,
as is done with the vignettes in
“Almost, Maine.” The juxtaposition created between humorous
scenes of the everyday and dark
monologues of the inner mind
highlighted the role facades play
in everyone’s life.
“These people [particularly
Tiano’s character] that look nor-

mal can actually be suffering a lot
and confused on the inside just
as much as the people who are
outwardly showing it,” Turner
said.
She plans to move to Chicago
after graduation. There she will
continue directing, improv and
comedy. Theatre will forever be
a part of her life.
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Brett Newski’s band provides creative, entertaining show
Emma Arnesen
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Singer, songwriter and guitarist Brett Newski, and his band,
visited Lawrence University this
past Saturday, Nov. 8 as part of
The Folk Catastrophe Tour. Even
though the band is still relatively
new and upcoming, the audience
in Harper Hall seemed to enjoy
the blend of indie-folk rock music
and humorous interludes from
Brett Newski and his band members.
American alt-country singer
songwriter Carter Hulsey opened
for Brett Newski’s band, performing a couple of his own original
works on his acoustic guitar. His
style was relaxing and perfect
for the small Lawrence audience.
In between songs Hulsey would
casually call to Newski who was
standing in the back, and invite
him to join him onstage.
Newski accompanied Hulsey
for his last two songs before his
band performed. It was amusing
to see the two singers interacting with each other and working
together to keep with the same

Melee

continued from page 8
that our obligation is to each other

beat. Newski at first covered his
ear so he could find the right
pitch to harmonize with Hulsey
and to concentrate on his timing
and rhythm. There was a sort of
informality to their performance,
making it more relaxed and laidback. Newski even stated that
it was like playing in a “living
room” with everyone comfortably seated and listening.
When Newski and his band
performed, the genre changed to
high-energy indie-rock. Newski
was the lead guitarist and soloist
and was joined by a drummer
and bassist. One of the funnier
songs that the band performed
was called “Move to Berlin” which
was inspired by Newski’s visit to
Germany. The lyrics were humorous in that they were a mash up
of everything that Newski saw
and did in Germany as well as
the different cultural difference.
For this particular song, Newski
added bells to his foot so that
he could keep a rhythm while
he played guitar. Along with
the small panel controlling the
microphone settings, it was fun
to see Newski juggle the different

instruments while also setting
the beat for the rest of his band
members.
The interactions between
the three band members were
also entertaining. During the
drum solo in one song, Newski
walked over and played the guitar right next to his drummer.
At the same time, the drummer
and bassist exchanged looks and
seemed to be having a good time
playing for each other while also
playing with each other onstage.
The ability for the members
to move around onstage while
playing their instruments gave
more humor to the performance
and engaged the audience. It was
especially fun to see the three of
them exchange funny looks and
laugh while performing because
it showed how comfortable the
band members were with one
another and the positive relationship they shared on stage
Overall, the Newski band
was very enjoyable and a relaxing way to spend Saturday night.
Performing a mixture of indie,
folk, and alt-rock, the type of
music was different from that

and ourselves, and shows go up
based on promises to one another. Being in somebody’s dance is
a different kind of commitment,
because the piece can’t go on

when dancers miss each others’
rehearsals.”
As long as students are willing to teach, Melee will be haveclasses all winter, Mondays and

Photo by Eric Lee

of traditional guitar soloists and
rock bands. It was fun to see how
the music progressed throughout
the show, and the fun-loving relationship between the band mem-

bers. The fact that Newski’s band
is still relatively new made their
lively and entertaining performance that much more impressive.

Wednesdays from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.,
usually in the Esch Hurvis Studio.
Melchert encourages all who are
interested in participating to contact her. Given the success of this

preview, I look forward to their
spring show.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Joe Krivit

To the Editor:

Staff Writer

____________________________________

Allow me to respond to the October 31 staff editorial “On the fate of small group houses.” As the
Associate Dean for Campus Life who works closely with the Housing Coordinator and the students on
the Residence Life Committee of LUCC, I, too, embrace and endorse the continuation of group living as a
vital housing option for students.

This independent-style living option offers students the opportunity to reach out to the rest of
campus and the Appleton community, as well as serve the needs and goals of students living in these
distinctive communities. There are many examples of groups that have applied the experiences they
are gaining in the classroom by putting them into practice through the work they do together in a small
house setting.
The entire Lawrence community has experienced the positive benefits that close-knit communal
living offers to a residential campus.

So, while there will be loss when some houses will not be used for student housing in the future, this
provides a new and unique opportunity for the campus to provide innovative options that offer some of
the same benefits of small group living. While still in the early design stage, staff and students from the
Residence Life Committee of LUCC have been working with an incredibly creative architectural firm that
is crafting some new and enhanced group-style housing options.
The early layouts provide a loft-type concept for individual units. Lofts would include kitchens and
a flexible space that could be set up for group dinners and then turned over easily to provide recreational
social space. Initial plans include private entrances to these units and enhanced courtyard and lobby
features for all of Colman Hall.

Open meetings for more students to weigh in and give feedback on the preliminary work will be
scheduled early in Winter Term.

The Lawrence team currently working with the architects agrees and embraces the opportunity to
create something new that will capture the positive features of small group living—things like multipurpose common space, kitchens and a more customized feel to the proposed units—and offer yet another
housing option to our housing stock.
Please come to the open meetings—details coming early next term—to see what the preliminary
work looks like and to offer your input. This is a very exciting opportunity to utilize and repurpose
existing space.
—Amy Uecke, Associate Dean for Campus Life

PHOTO POLL

Hailie Nguyen
Photographer

What do you want to accomplish during Winter Break?

“I’d really like to find myself.
I think I left me back at
home and I need me for
winter term.”
–Ian Tankersley

Examining Election Day
voter turnout in Appleton

“II’ll get to go to a new
country.”
–Mit Streckfuss

“Look into research and
internship opportunities for
next summer and try to
figure out what I wanna do
with my major. ”
–Tyler Herman

Low voter turnout among
people aged 18-29 is an epidemic
in our country that poses a very
serious threat to our democracy.
That age range represents 21%
of the eligible voting population,
but according to early exit polls
from the midterm election last
week, it only represented 13% of
the actual voting population. This
is problematic because we, as college students and young people,
have many issues and policies that
affect us, and we will have to live
the longest with the decisions of
our policy makers.
According to studies done by
The Center For Information and
Research On Civic Learning and
Engagement (CIRCLE), it is essential to establish a habit of voting at
a young age to ensure that voters
will consistently turn out when
they get older. If voting rates continue to be low among our generation it will mean that a minority
of the population is deciding who
is controlling our government,
resulting in even more hyper-partisanship and gridlock than we
see today.
According to data provided
by the Appleton City Clerk, 71% of
eligible voters in Appleton voted
in this election. In our ward, that
number was only 54%, the lowest
of any ward in the city. Low voter
turnout among our generation
is not due to apathy; it’s due to
registration and voting processes
that seem too daunting. We must
be aware of the factors that made
voting easier for us and protect
those in the future if we wish
to have any say in the decisionmaking of this country.
We are very fortunate that
the Lawrence administration
made it easy for us to vote by
providing the shuttle that took
students to the polls and the proof
of residence that allowed us to
register. We’re also lucky to live in
a state that provides Election Day
Registration (EDR).
Many states have stringent
and complicated registration laws
including registration deadlines
weeks prior to Election Day. In
fact, according to data provided
by the City Clerk, half of those
who voted at Alexander Gym last
Tuesday registered that day. No
other ward in Appleton even came
close to that percentage of EDR
voters. This is due to a variety of
factors; many students had to reregister because their addresses
changed since the last time they

voted and many other students
put off registering until the last
minute. The bottom line is that
flexible registration laws are necessary for students with demanding schedules.
Additionally, Wisconsinites—
and young ones especially—can
be thankful that the state’s voter
ID laws were struck down by the
U.S. Supreme Court last month.
Had the law been in effect, students would have needed an ID
other than their Lawrence ID,
meaning that students without a
Wisconsin driver’s license would
have had a much harder time voting. According to a study done
by the Government Accountability
Office, Voter ID laws reduce turnout among voters between the
ages of 18 and 23 by a significant
amount.
I saw many reasons for optimism as an active volunteer in getout-the-vote efforts on Election
Day. I watched as the Lawrence
shuttle continuously filled with
students until the polls closed.
I witnessed students become
engaged through internships
or get-out-the-vote efforts on
Election Day. Many of you voted
for the first time ever; some of
you even voted despite promising yourself you’d never do so.
All of these are reasons for much
optimism for us as citizens in this
democracy.
It’s vital that college students
vote because our interests will not
be protected unless we hold those
who threaten them accountable.
There’s a reason that reforms to
Medicare or Social Security are
dead-end discussions: senior
citizens are the most consistent
voting bloc in voter turnout.
According to exit polls from last
week’s election, seniors aged 65
and older represented a quarter
of the electorate despite only representing 15% of the population.
Compare that to 13% of the
electorate among voters aged
18-29. That’s how Congress could
get away with raising federal student loan interest rates this past
summer. Congress and the president aren’t forced to care about
our interests because we don’t
represent a strong enough voting
bloc.
I don’t mean to overshadow
the positives from this election;
Lawrence was engaged and interested in the political process last
Tuesday. There’s a lot of momentum for political participation to
build on leading up to the 2016
election, but there’s also a lot of
room for improvement.

LUCC Update
“Go to Utah to ski and meet
my new puppy.”
–Logan Mueller-Dahl

“Read ‘War and Peace.’”
–Sierra Parker

“Spend a lot of time
eating soup”
–Camille Dozier

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.

SHUT OFF YOUR LIGHTS!
The Environmental Responsibility
Committee announces the Fall 2014
ENERGY DRIVE. The dorm that cuts
their energy usage the most in the
remaining weeks of the term will WIN
A SPECIAL PRIZE!
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Imagining a more inclusive Viking Room
Jess Morgan
Staff Writer

________________________

Lawrence’s Viking Room
(VR) is a great way for upperclassmen to socialize on campus.
After spending about two and a
half years on campus, the mysterious room in Memorial Hall’s
basement is finally revealed to
students once they turn 21.
While the VR is a great asset
on campus, not everyone will be
able to enjoy the privilege of visiting. We might want to re-think its
setup to make it available to all
members of the Lawrence community.
“The VR is a rite of passage
of sorts, a tribute to our two and
a half years of hard work, and
a privilege that underclassmen
haven’t earned quite yet,” Ormsby
Hall HRLA Ashley Coenen said.
After sticking through two years
of intense classes and hard work,
the VR is almost a reward to the
upperclassmen at our university.
However, there are some
students at Lawrence who may
never get to enjoy the VR before
they graduate. Junior Jacy Martin
entered Lawrence at the age of 16
and will be 20 when she graduates from Lawrence. When asked
if she would have liked to take
part in any activities in the VR,
she replied that “there haven’t
been any so far that I have really
strongly wanted to attend.”
However, there are some

events that will come up over the
next year that Martin and other
students in her position will miss
out on.
“I do feel like there will be situations in the future hosted in the
VR, such as senior events like the
‘100 days party,’ ‘Senior Night’and
friends’ birthdays, where I will
want to participate, but cannot,”
Martin says.
Not only are there senior traditions held in the VR, but musical
performances, weekly trivia and
occasional nights when faculty
and staff visit as guest bartenders. Those aging later than their
peers or underclassmen may feel
slighted due to their inability to
participate on these occasions.
As a freshman, I was really excited to discover that
Lawrence’s Wind Ensemble and
Orchestra director Andrew Mast
occasionally plays in a cover band,
but disappointed when I learned
I could not attend their performance in the VR.
“I think we’ve played three
times, each time on the last Friday
of term three classes, but not last
spring,” Mast says about his band,
“Infectious Pathogens.” “We are
kind of in existence to play the
final Senior Night of the year.”
Being unable to attend events
such as Friday night live music can
be frustrating to a young adult that
is already restricted from nearby
locations on College Ave. After
getting sick of Topper sticks and
sub sandwiches from Erberts and
Gerberts, food options are readily
available for those craving a good

burger within the bars doubling
as restaurants on College Avenue,
but only for 21-year-olds.
For upperclassmen wanting
to get away from their younger
classmates, they have the option
of taking refuge at a local bar
among their legal drinking age
peers, but underclassmen are
unable to enter this type of social
setting at all.
Making the VR available to
underclassmen could open up the
possibilities for the function of
our on-campus bar. While obtaining the right type of setup and
licensing to make it possible for
those under the legal drinking age
to enter may be tricky, it is certainly not impossible.
At Beloit College, the inclusion of food makes it possible
for underclassmen to enter their
on-campus bar, the Coughy Haus,
since it functions as a restaurant
as well as a bar.
“When the drinking age
changed to 21 in Wisconsin, the
Coughy Haus could no longer
allow students under 21 to enter
where alcohol was sold downstairs. We now have a restaurant
license and a beer-only license.
Because it is a ‘restaurant’ which
also is licensed to sell beer, students are able to enter but must
be carded at the time of sale of
alcohol,” states Beloit’s “Student
Regulations and College Policies
2014–15.”
Beloit’s Coughy Haus also
serves as a venue for other
events. “This weekend, Amnesty

See page 12

The life and times of a
“StarCraft” fanboy
Danny Davis
Managing Editor

________________________

I was never a sports kid
growing up. I had great friends,
but I always felt limited by my lack
of sports literacy. I still admittedly
feel left out when a group of my
close friends get on the topic of
sports.
But then a close high school
friend, my twin brother and I discovered “StarCraft,” an immensely
complex computer strategy game
that is played at a lightningfast pace. It involves gathering
resources and using them to build
an army that can out-match your
opponents.
Mastery of the game, like a
sport, is achieved through years
and years of dedicated practice. Because of its exhilarating
and competitive nature, players in South Korea began playing competitively, forming teams
and acquiring sponsorships from
some of the largest companies in
Seoul. The profession of shoutcasting was created, which is the
craft of commentary on professional video gaming, just as any
other sports caster would at a
physical sporting event.
By the time my brother Matt,
my friend Kevin and I had purchased our copies, the first game
in the series had already estab-

lished itself as the first true eSport,
a video game that is played and
broadcasted like any other physical sport. In South Korea, several
cable stations were created to
broadcast professional “StarCraft.”
By the summer of 2010, the
first “StarCraft” title had developed a small but dedicated base of
spectators in the West that grew
as the release of the second title in
the series, “StarCraft II: Wings of
Liberty,” grew closer.
In 2010, when “Wings of
Liberty” was relatively new, Kevin,
Matt and I would sit at our high
school lunch table by ourselves
and talk for hours about the game.
We’d discuss our strategies, the
way we operated the game’s
controls—otherwise known as
mechanics—and who our favorite
shoutcasters were.
At this point in time, “Wings
of Liberty” was a new game and
even the professionals from the
first title—which was now 13
years old—who competed in
the sequel’s tournaments had
not yet understood the nuanced
mathematics behind the game.
Thus, while none of us ever had
prospects of being professional
players, we were still part of this
collective understanding of an
incredibly complex and beautiful game that was slowly gaining
popularity over time.
For the first time in my life,
I felt empowered. It’s hard to

See page 12

Don’t Succumb To
Midterm Madness!
Need a sweet pick-me-up to help you get through
all the late-night studying?
Off your
entire
purchase

Show your
student ID
and get
Jelly Belly
Candy Cigarettes
Cotton Candy
Frooties
Warheads
Toxic Waste
Salt Water Taffy
Zots

Oaks Chocolate
Licorice Ropes
Runts
Lemon Drops
Gummy Worms
Candy Corn
Whirly Pops
Sour Patch Kids

Razzles
Bottlecaps
Gummy Sharks
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Pop Rocks
Laffy Taffy
Sixlets
AND MORE!

201 West College Ave.
5 blocks west of campus across from Houdini Plaza • Open Mon. thru Sat. 10am-6pm
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Morgan

continued from page 11

International is hosting a benefit
concert featuring campus bands
in tandem with a bake sale and
the Write 4 Rights campaign,”
says Nicholas Fillbach, a student
and Amnesty Financial Officer at
Beloit College. “Prohibiting students under the age of 21 would
not only exclude them from a safe
and entertaining experience, but

Davis

continued from page 11
understand how somebody can
get so engrossed in a video game
until you really sit down and
watch a broadcast professional
match. Gaming had always been
an important part of my life, so
when I discovered the StarCraft
community, with its forums and
the broadcast matches, it reaffirmed me with unwavering positivity that it was cool to be a
gamer.
It was okay to be as passionate about casted videogames
as it was to be passionate about
televised sports, something that
I constantly felt shunned for not
enjoying as a child.
As college searches began to
consume my time, I had to unfortunately set my game aside and
focus on getting accepted into
Lawrence. During this time, I
stopped watching casted matches. When I finally picked up my
game again after a four-year hiatus, I resumed playing; since then,
eSports in the western world
exploded.
Between the years of 2010
and 2014, two games that were

limit the reach of our campaign.”
“If you asked upperclassmen
what they thought about opening
the VR to underage students, I bet
plenty would say it’s a silly idea,”
says Coenen. “But I’m sure that
you’ll also find lots of upperclassmen who think it’d be cool to be
able to hang out with their underage friends in the VR, especially
with those who won’t be of age
until after our graduation.”
It is unclear what would result

much more important for western
eSports were released: “League
of Legends” and “DotA 2.” These
games, while similar to StarCraft,
had a gentler learning curve and
could be played both competitively and casually without rigorous
practice and off-hour study time.
As a result, “League of Legends”
and “DotA 2” became immensely popular in North America
and Europe and their competitive scenes dwarfed the western
StarCraft world many times over.
A lot of athletes get offended
by the idea that a video game can
really be considered a sport. The
explosion of eSports in the west is
a natural consequence of the fact
that video games are an established social norm amongst young
people today.
Rather than view eSports
as an insult to physical sports,
we should celebrate eSports as a
cultural institution that positively
reaffirms our generation’s passion
for video games as both a form of
competition and art.
While our parents may hold
reservations, the explosion of
eSports is starting to be noticed by
non-gamers. Recently, the “League
of Legends” World Championship
was broadcasted on ESPN 3.

if the VR opened up to all students
on campus. However, it is a possibility that should be explored due
to its potential benefits to every
member on campus regardless
of age. Currently, underclassmen
view the stage lights shining down
the hill outside the VR and hear
its music from afar. What harm
is there for them to satisfy their
curiosity, venture to Memorial’s
basement and step foot through
the door?
Meanwhile, as live streaming services like Twitch begin to become
more popular, watching competitive gaming will become more
accessible than ever.
For many, eSports is a crazy
concept to come to grips with. It
challenges us to think beyond our
reverence for physical sports and
asks us to admire the beauty and
thrill of competition in a different
medium.
Nowadays, I’ve replaced
much of my Facebook time, my
Netflix time and all my other
idle habits with my devotion to
learning and mastering StarCraft.
It’s something that I find intrinsic value in getting better at. It
keeps me focused. It teaches me to
multitask and to try and improve
in other areas of life. I think of
everyday occurrences as a strategic problem with a solution to be
executed.
While some may wrinkle
their nose and utter, “nerd,” I do
my best to articulate my passion
to others. That passion, the feeling
of being part of a cultural trend
that is growing exponentially, is
exciting, empowering and something that, for the first time, I can
take pride in without reservation.
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